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Candidate Questionnaire: People-centered Streets

Basic Information

If you would like to review a PDF of the entire questionnaire, you may �nd it here: 
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/livablestreetsalliance/pages/1689/attachments/original/1503520202
/Candidate_Questionnaire__Boston__-_People-centered_streets.pdf?1503520202

Corey Dinopoulos

Boston City Council, District 2

Corey Dinopoulos

Committee to Elect Corey Dinopoulos
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About You

Yes

No

I walk in my community daily, whether it's to the bus stop or to/from work in Copley Square or 
the Seaport.

Yes

No

I rely on public transportation daily to get to and from work. Having worked in the Seaport for 9 
years, I had been accustomed to taking the 7 bus from South Boston to the World Trade Center 
but realized it was faster for me to bike to work rather than wait for a bus that was either too 
full or didn't show up. Currently, I take the 9 bus from K Street to Copley Square. Occasionally I 
take the 11 bus to Broadway Station or to Downtown. 

Yes

No

1. Do you personally walk to destinations in your community? If yes, how
often do you do so?

Comments

2. Do you personally travel by/ use public transit to get around? If yes, which
trains and buses do you routinely use?

Comments

3. Do you personally bike in your community or commute by bike to other
communities? If no, would you be willing to give it a try periodically, e.g.
once or twice per month?
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I do bike in my community but have some serious concerns about safe connectivity from 
South Boston to the South End/Back Bay or from South Boston to Downtown. South Boston 
has been resistant to change and implementation of stress-free and protected bike 
infrastructure. I will be a strong advocate for low-stress, protected bike lanes on key routes to 
offer city-wide connectivity throughout district 2 and I'm committed to making this happen 
whether I become councillor or not.

Policy proposals

Please articulate concrete and feasible policy and budgetary proposals to advance the following goals. If you 
would like to submit supporting materials, please submit them on page 6 at the end of the questionnaire or 
email your proposals to info@visionzerocoalition.org. 

Note that there is a glossary available at 
www.visionzerocoalition.org/glossary_for_2017_candidate_questionnaire

*indicates a de�nition available in the glossary 

Comments

mailto:info@visionzerocoalition.org
https://www.google.com/url?q=http://www.visionzerocoalition.org/glossary_for_2017_candidate_questionnaire&sa=D&ust=1505432941244000&usg=AFQjCNFwGkTY6zSr1bnM3DLhKjVSXTsZeg
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I was proud of the Chinatown slow streets program for being awarded the funding needed to 
improve the quality of life and calm tra�c on local streets. It was the only neighborhood in 
District 2 that was awarded funding and I'd be an advocate for all of District 2 moving forward. 
Each year the mayor creates a proposed budget for all of the city's needs, and as city 
councillor, it would be my role to inform the mayor and the entire council that there needs to be 
a sense of  urgency and priority when it comes to improving the conditions of our streets. I 
would explore developing partnerships with District 2 businesses to help defray some of these 
costs. Their employees deserve to arrive at work safely and on time. I also think we could look 
to the PILOT program working with our larger non-pro�t institutions and holding them 
accountable to pay their fair share. That revenue can only bene�t the hospitals and universities 
in the long run, brining bring tra�c calming improvements and connected, city-wide cycle 
infrastructure.  

Vision Zero is a top priority for me. We cannot have people dying on our city's streets, Boston 
needs to reduce tra�c injuries & fatalities and we need to do it now.  

1. How will you work to establish funding for the infrastructure changes
needed to slow tra�c on your community’s streets, and improve crosswalks
and intersections to make them safer for people who are walking and using
mobility assistive devices?
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South Boston, the South End and Chinatown have all experienced rapid growth over the years, 
and we need to make sure our public transportation system is able to keep up with the 
increased demand. As a resident who takes the bus to work, I see how our system struggles to 
serve our growing neighborhoods. I’ll work with all community groups, whether they get around 
on two, four, or no wheels at all, to make navigating Boston easy, safe, and enjoyable.  

Besides the recent developments with the launch of Boston2030, I don't see the City of Boston 
looking at the big picture. District 2 hasn't been represented well by someone with 
transportation priorities like I have.  

Two weeks ago, I testi�ed at the MBTA Fiscal Control Board hearing on Overnight Service and 
spoke in support of the proposal. I was the only council candidate to attend the meeting. I 
understand that Overnight Service is all about supporting the people who work late shifts in our 
hospitals, restaurants, and other late night venues. If we are to ensure that no resident is left 
behind in Boston's building boom, we’ll need safe, affordable, and convenient transportation—
whether it’s a broker at 2 p.m. or a bartender at 2 a.m.—I believe the Overnight Service pilot is 
the best way to achieve this transit equity. 

2. How will you improve the reach, frequency, and quality of public transit in
Boston?
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I will be a strong advocate for low-stress, protected bike lanes on key routes to offer city-wide 
connectivity and emphasize the sense of urgency in doing so. I believe we can ease tra�c & 
parking problems by making bicycling appealing to more people which can only be achieved by 
improving safety. Currently District 2 is not fully utilizing the amount of available road space, 
and I will work with our city planners to create a safe & connected bike network without 
reducing the number of existing on-street parking spaces our residents need. 

On the evening of May 10th, I joined hundreds of bike advocates at City Hall to advocate for a 
commitment for more funding for neighborhood slow streets and vision zero initiatives city-
wide. That evening was also a somber memorial to a 29 year old we lost on Commonwealth 
Ave because of our lack of safe cycle infrastructure. For over two hours, I listened to testimony 
from members of the Boston Cyclists Union, Livable Streets Alliance, avid cyclists and more.  

Lastly, I've attended all public meetings for the South Bay Harbor Trail project which will safely 
connect the South Boston waterfront to the South End and eventually Roxbury. I 
wholeheartedly support this project and have been involved in giving feedback to Design 
Consultants, Inc, the City of Boston and MassDot as well as hearing the concerns of cyclists 
that bike these streets on a daily basis. I will continue to be a champion for this project and 
other bike & pedestrian friendly connections.  

My hope is that one day, Boston too can consider herself as the Amsterdam or Copenhagen of 
North America but we have a lot of work and advocacy to do! 

3. How will you ensure fast-tracked implementation of a city-wide network
of off-street paths and protected bike lanes* on major thoroughfares and
connecting streets that are comfortable for people of all ages and abilities?
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Transit equity doesn't just apply to our public transportation but also our lower income 
neighborhoods and their access to safe bike routes. If I represent the neighborhoods of Bay 
Village, Chinatown, Downtown, South Boston and the South End, I would work with the council 
as a whole to ensure the entire city is safely connected with equal access to bikes.  

I'm thrilled about Boston-metro's bike share program through Hubway but there's a stark 
inequality when it comes to the placement of these stations. When you look at the system 
map, you'll clearly see that communities such as Dorchester, Mattapan, Roxbury, and Hyde 
Park are underserved by Hubway. We need to ensure that communities that have been 
historically disenfranchised have access to safe and affordable transit options like biking. 

Up to this point, the installation of bike facilities in Boston has been piecemeal, creating 
unconnected stretches of bike lanes scattered throughout the city. Because of this, residents 
don't feel safe and comfortable biking to work or across town to where they need to go. I 
personally tend to stay hyper-local with my own bike because I'm too nervous to cross 
neighborhoods where there are few safe connections. 

We can increase funding for bike infrastructure though a number of mixed options such as 
private/public partnerships, holding our developers accountable and also tapping into PILOT 
funds. It's clear we need to fund better infrastructure and demand safer, more equatable 
streets now. I will be a champion for cyclists not just in District 2, but city-wide.

Yes/no questions

Note that explanations for your responses are not required, but provide useful context and are strongly 
encouraged. 

4. How will you increase access to biking in every neighborhood equally?
What do you see as the major obstacles to encouraging ridership, and how
will you address them?

5. How will you increase funding for biking infrastructure?
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*indicates a de�nition available in the glossary (available here: 
http://www.visionzerocoalition.org/glossary_for_2017_candidate_questionnaire)  

Yes

No

Given the tragedies we've had in our city this year with a pedestrian being fatally hit in the 
South End and a cyclist fatally hit on Commonwealth Ave, we need action and need it now. 
Between 2010 and 2015, the City of Boston had 13 bicyclist fatalities and it's because we aren't 
building safe infrastructure or investing in best practices to achieve Vision Zero. As a 
councillor and as someone who rides my bike each week on our roads, I will be a strong 
advocate for more Vision Zero funding and implementing best practices to our communities. 

Yes

No

1. Do you support the adoption of Vision Zero* and funding for its rapid
implementation? Vision Zero is an approach which aims to eliminate tra�c
fatalities and serious injuries by 2030 and has been adopted by several
communities, including Boston and Cambridge. *

Please explain your choice

2. Do you support lowering design speeds* through tra�c calming
measures* on downtown and neighborhood streets as a means of
enhancing the safety of people walking, using mobility assistive devices,
biking, and driving? This may involve the expansion and enhancement of
programs like Neighborhood Slow Streets* (Boston) and Neighborways*
(Somerville). *

https://www.google.com/url?q=http://www.visionzerocoalition.org/glossary_for_2017_candidate_questionnaire&sa=D&ust=1505432941246000&usg=AFQjCNEJ-zRPLMEYWoJPW0dfn3u_-gx_gQ
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I would love if more of our neighborhoods could receive funding for the expansion of the slow 
streets program. Fortunately this year, Chinatown in District 2 was one of �ve neighborhoods 
selected this year to work with the Boston Transportation and Public Works Departments to 
plan and implement their Neighborhood Slow Streets. Associations in the South End and South 
Boston also applied for these funds but there's no reason why every neighborhood in Boston 
shouldn't be supported in lowering tra�c speeds.  

In South End, motorists treat Tremont Street like an Indycar Speedway and we have much work 
to do to enforce the new 25MPH speed limit. Same goes for Columbia Road and William J Day 
Blvd in South Boston where motorists treat the streets like freeways while children, elderly and 
families are trying to safely cross at pedestrian crosswalks. I support the Neighborhood Slow 
Street program and would push for it's expansion not only to my District but to the entire City of 
Boston.

Yes

No

Initially, I would say yes, I support this measure but I would like to be more informed about 
automated enforcement and see how it's been implemented in other cities and states across 
the country.

Please explain your choice

3. One key strategy that has been proven to effectively reduce speeding,
improve safety, and remove racial bias in tra�c enforcement in other states
and countries is automated enforcement (i.e. speed cameras and red light
cameras). Do you support state legislation that authorizes the use of
automated enforcement in Massachusetts, per the July 2017
recommendation of the National Transportation Safety Board*? *

Please explain your choice
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Yes

No

Boston has made signi�cant progress for improved cycling, but unfortunately our city still has 
critical gaps in our bicycle transportation network. We need to bridge these gaps by designing 
low-stress bicycle infrastructure that will minimize con�icts between people who bike, drive, 
and walk. 

There is a direct correlation between the percentage of people who choose to bike, and how 
complete the bicycle network is. To help us reach our GoBoston2030 goals, we need to invest 
in bike paths that feel safe. Although many of Boston's streets are narrow and not conducive 
for bike AND vehicular lanes, we need to examine how we create an end to end network rather 
than a handful of disconnected cycle tracks and protected lanes.  

Like I mentioned in previous comments, I've been very close to the discussions around the 
South Bay Harbor Trail. Working with the different stakeholders and associations, there were 
compromises made such as the removal of a nicely landscaped median strip to accommodate 
bike lanes on Dorchester Ave. We may lose a pretty median strip but it will be worth making the 
roads safer for cyclists, vehicles and pedestrians alike.  

I would support redesigning other roadways to ensure that we have parking protected bike 
lanes where we can locate the separated bike lane between the parked cars and the curb. 

Yes

No

4. Do you support redesigning space on the street in order to improve safety
for people biking by creating protected bike lanes? *

Please explain your choice

5. Do you support the increased use of curb extensions* to improve safety
and visibility at intersections, even if it requires the removal of one to two
parking spaces? *
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Yes and this goes for bus bulbs as well so that pedestrians have improved safety while 
boarding MBTA buses. As we all know, we have serious issues around parking and that won't 
be an issue going away anytime soon. Working with our planners and the city, we need to do 
our best to improve safety and visibility without reducing too many existing on-street parking 
spaces our residents need.  

Yes

No

I would support an increase in funding that would enable the city to complete ALL of 
GoBoston2030's �ve year plan action items within my �rst two years in o�ce. Back in 2013, 
the Boston Globe published an article about the City of Boston wanting 20 miles of cycle 
tracks by 2018. When asked how many miles of protected cycle tracks exist at the May City 
Council hearing, Boston Department of Transportation and MassDOT did not know. The 
answer is 3 miles.  

Painting some lines on the road and saying that we have safe bike infrastructure is ludicrous 
and we need to be doing more to redesign our streets to create separated, protected bike 
infrastructure. 

Please explain your choice

6. Do you support implementation of all of the Better Bike Corridors* and
other bike projects in the Go Boston 2030 Plan, and commit to making sure
all short-term projects are planned and implemented within three years, and
long-term projects are implemented by or before 2030? *

Please explain your choice
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Yes

No

In the last 5 weeks, I've visited 5 senior housing complexes in District 2 for coffee and to chat 
about issues affecting them in their neighborhoods. Issues brought up were some dangerous 
blind corners, speeding vehicles and pedestrian crossing signals that don't work. Issues I've 
seen on my own are sidewalks across the city that aren't ADA compliant for wheelchairs and 
strollers. These aren't issues only pertaining to our aging population but to all residents in the 
city regardless of age.  

The residents were complaining about the 311 app not being an effective way of reporting 
issues and seeing results from the City of Boston. We need better methods like a direct line to 
my council o�ce to take on issues raised by our seniors and making sure they're addressed.  

Yes

No

7. Will you address age-friendly walking in your community -- an issue raised
by many seniors as critical to their ability to “age in community”? If yes,
how? *

Please explain your choice

8. Boston has many tra�c signals that do not work well for pedestrians.
Will you work to make signal timing safer, easier, and more convenient for
people walking and using mobility assistive devices at all paces? *
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I was shocked to learn in the Boston Globe one month ago that a vast majority of tra�c signals 
downtown do not actually respond to walk buttons. I take issue with that and believe we need 
to take a holistic look at our tra�c signals so they better serve pedestrians at dangerous 
crossings.  

Lets take a look at an example in my district. Over by Chinatown, we have a very messy 8 way 
intersection of Surface Road, Lincoln St and Essex St. There is no way to cross as a pedestrian 
that doesn't involve crossing two streets, and waiting in multiple light changes. With it's close 
proximity to South Station, thousands of people cross to get from Downtown to Commuter rail, 
train, and bus services. This would be a great location to pilot better signals and tra�c 
improvements.  

A second example where I've heard from residents is the crossing at Columbia Road and G 
Street in South Boston. During a recent visit to Compass by the Bay, a senior assisted living 
facility, residents were complaining about pedestrian crossing buttons not working to cross 
Columbia Road and William J Day Blvd to walk along the beach. We need to be mindful of 
areas with both children, families and elderly to ensure that people of all ages can cross safely 
and navigate their neighborhoods with responsive signaling. 

Yes

No

Please explain your choice

9. Do you support the restriction of on-street parking during rush hour on
major thoroughfares in order to provide lanes for the exclusive use of
buses? *
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YES! I take the 9 bus inbound every morning and on-street parking on East Berkeley Street is 
restricted between 7AM-9:30AM, 4-5PM Monday–Friday to open the street to tra�c and 
busses. Currently, this open lane is open to all tra�c, not exclusively busses but I would like to 
pilot Bus Rapid Transit lanes in District 2 and throughout the City of Boston.  

Over the past 5-6 months, I've participated in discussions with Transit Matters and Yankee Bus 
Lines to examine piloting BRT lanes in South Boston and the Seaport. Looking at the pilot in 
Everett MA just last year, an MBTA survey of 300 riders found that commute times on the bus 
were signi�cantly reduced. As someone who takes the bus daily to and from work, I see how 
our current bus system fails to serve South Boston's growing population. There's nothing rapid 
about our current transit experience on the 7, 9, 10, and 11 busses as you're trapped behind 
rush hour tra�c. A 10-20 min ride can easily take 30-50 mins instead so I would like to 
examine which bus routes to prioritize and work with our state and local agencies to get this 
pilot launched. 

Yes

No

Looking at our current situation where there's much to be improved, I think having a position 
with laser focus on transit in the City of Boston would serve us well.  

I'm a huge transit advocate and want to bring more attention to multi-modal transportation 
solutions across the board in our city. Too often, I see councillors passing the buck to the state 
and claiming it's not their problem to solve but in order to improve the situation in our city, the 
city and state agency need to work together. The MBTA is state run but we need city 
councillors who will champion better, more equitable transit city-wide and I will do that as 
councillor and a resident who utilizes it daily. 

Please explain your choice

10. Do you support the creation of a staff position within the Transportation
Department solely devoted to managing transit in the City of Boston? *

Please explain your choice
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Yes

No

I would like to examine all options to raise revenue to achieve Vision Zero and implement a 
successful multi-modal program in our city. I think some options could be through charging for 
resident parking passes, through the PILOT program and also doing a study on congestion 
pricing.  

Congestion pricing will open up a can of worms but I think we should have the conversation as 
Boston's tra�c is ranked one of the nations worst. While congestion charging could help raise 
revenue, calm tra�c and reduce pollution, it could burden lower income earners so this would 
need a thorough study.  

Continued research on what other like-cities around the world are doing to raise revenue and 
improve our roadways would be something worth while. 

Yes

No

11. Do you support exploring new ways of raising revenue to provide the
City of Boston with more tools to improve conditions for people walking,
using mobility assistive devices, and biking (e.g. congestion pricing)? If yes,
please give examples that interest you. *

Please explain your choice

12. Do you support charging an annual fee for residential parking permits? *
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I fully support charging residents an annual fee for parking permits in the City of Boston. 
Cambridge, Somerville, Malden, etc all have some fee from $5 to $25 annually which I believe 
can help fund safe streets but also help manage the number of cars parking in our 
neighborhoods. I hear the other side of things whereas residents are tired of being charged 
additional fees for things but we live in the city and if you want to have a car, I think $15-25 
annually is affordable and will help raise revenue for Boston.  

Every other major city across the county charges for residential parking passes and I would 
propose that revenue from parking permits to be targeted toward transit upgrades and 
pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure. 

Yes

No

I do support dynamic parking meter pricing but I'd also like to see the data of whether or not 
the current Boston pilot is working. I thankfully haven't owned a car in the City of Boston in 12 
years but to many, �nding parking in the city is a great challenge. If this dynamic pricing is 
encouraging vehicles to either park in garages or limit the amount of time parked on the 
streets, it's something worth expanding to other parking-strained areas of Boston.

Please explain your choice

13. Do you support the rollout of dynamic parking meter pricing* (i.e.
increasing meter rates during periods of increased demand) in business
districts to free up on-street parking and reduce cars “cruising” for open
spaces? *

Please explain your choice
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Yes

No

I wouldn't be representing Charlestown as District 2 councillor but I will advocate for better 
connected neighborhoods and safer streets across the City of Boston. With that said, I've 
driven and biked through this dangerous stretch of roadway and rotary's and it's not a safe 
pedestrian or bike friendly area. Whether you're trying to get to Assembly Square or heading 
over to Charlestown from Somervillle, the Rutherford Ave and Sullivan Square redesign would 
certainly be a project I support for a safer, more connected Boston. 

Supporting materials

If you would like to submit supporting materials, please include them in the answer �eld below or email them to 
info@visionzerocoalition.org

I am thrilled to have the endorsements of both Former Transportation Secretary James Aloisi 
and Former Co-Char of NoBostonOlympics/Director of Transportation for Massachusetts, 
Christopher Dempsey. I'll email you their letters of support. Thank you so much!

This form was created inside of LivableStreets Alliance.

14. Will you help the community of Charlestown work with the City to
develop a consensus design for Rutherford Ave and Sullivan Square that
balances the community’s desire for walkability, connectivity, open space
and resiliency with vehicular tra�c? (See context in the glossary under
'Rutherford Ave.') *

Please explain your choice

Forms

mailto:info@visionzerocoalition.org
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 Forms

https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


August 21 2017 

 

I first met Corey Dinopoulos three years ago, when we found ourselves on opposite sides of the 

debate over bringing the 2024 Summer Olympics to Boston. Though we disagreed over the bid, I 

always admired Corey’s passion for making the city a better place, and his willingness to think 

big in order to achieve our broader shared goals for the city and region. 

 

Boston is already a great place to live, but we can do even better. From the BPS budget to MBTA 

performance, the problems facing our Boston can only be solved by thinking boldly about our 

city's future. That’s why I believe Corey is the best candidate to represent District 2, and to bring 

fresh, forward thinking to the City Council. 

 

Corey understands that we should be pursuing policies that improve quality of life for all 

Bostonians, regardless of their income, race, or background. One of Boston's strengths is that so 

many different types of people call it home, but more and more families feel priced out of our 

neighborhoods. We need housing that’s not only affordable, but integrated with transit in a way 

that makes sense for working families. Corey will be a strong voice for transit that is reliable and 

safe. He will also work for more protected bike lanes, which will make things safer for cyclists, 

and help us all do a better job of sharing our crowded streets. 

 

Business as usual simply won’t cut it anymore. We need someone who, through his actions, has 

demonstrated a desire to improve transportation here, rather than paying it lip service. I was 

happy to see Corey voice his support at a recent MBTA board meeting for a proposal that would 

revive late-night T service responsibly, benefiting thousands of hardworking men and women in 

the healthcare, foodservice, and construction industries. That’s the kind of leadership Boston 

needs. 

 

Corey's outreach to Olympic opponents demonstrated to me his commitment to bringing people 

together over shared values, even if we don't always agree. I’m proud to support my old foe, and 

now friend, Corey. I encourage all voters in District 2 to do the same. 

 

Join me by making a contribution or signing up to volunteer at www.coreyforboston.com 

 

Chris Dempsey 

Fmr. Co-Chair, No Boston Olympics 

 

https://www.coreyforboston.com/

